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ABSTRA T

The Mont Shefford alkaline complex of southern Quebec contains mafic rocks and both silica-oversatwated and
-undersaturated syenites. Chemical and isotopic studies examine the relationship of the various lithologies. Isotopic, major,
and trace-element compositions are consistent with derivation of all Iithologies from a common mafic paren! some of which
evolved to a syenitic itage by fractional crystallization without sigtrificant contamination. Initial 87srr6sr and l43Nd/144Nd

values display distinct and systematic variations, with overall ranges of 0.70343 to 0,7009 and 0.51256 to 0.51269, respectively.
These isotope ratios are negatively correlated and indicate evolution yla combined assimilation and fractional crystallization
(AFC), with the quartz syenite being the nost snongly contaminated. The contamination probably occurred at a high level,
perhaps near the level of intrusion. There is a clear relationship between the degree of silica saturation and the amount of
contamination; this indicates that saturatsd and oversaturated rocks formed by AFC from a felsic undersaturated magm4
whereas nepheline syenite forrned in the absence of appreciable contamination. Such a process is shown to be consistent with
the phase relations of Peftogeny's Residua System. Isotopic compositions for other Monteregian complexes containing
oversaturated rocks are similar to those of Shefford and indicate derivation from similar time-integrated" mildly light-rare-earth-
element-depleted mantle sources. At each location, there are negatively correlated variations in 87SrF6Sr ard l4?Nd/144Nd that
are consistent with production via AFC processes. Similar relationships have been documented at many other localities. Thus,
production of oversaturated syenitic compositions from an undersaturated syenitic magma vla AFC seems to be a common and
imFofiant process in epizonal alkaline infiusive complexes.

Kalwords: alkaline, oversanrated, undersaturated, quartz, nepheline, syenite, Petrogeny's Residua System, epizonal,
contamination, igneous, Monteregian, assimilation, fractional crystallization, Mont Sheffor4 Quebec.

SoMrr{ans

k complexe ign6 alcalin du mont Shefford (Qudbec) contient des roches mafiques et des termes 6volu6s sydnitiques, soit
sursatur6s, soit sous-satur6s en silice. Notre 6tude des compositions chimiques et isotopiques visait a pr6ciser les relations parmi
les divers membres de cette association. Les donnees chiniques, portant sur les 6l6ments majeurs et les 6l6ments traces, et les
rapports isotopiques, sont compatibles avec une ddrivation de tous ces types de roches b partir d'un seul magrna parent maique;
dans certains cas, la d6rivation est due h une cristallisation fractionn6e sans contamination importante. Les rapports initiaux
eSrF6Sr et ra3Nd/raaNd r6vdlent des variations distinctives et syst6matiques; ces rapports vont de 0,70343 i 0.7099 et de
0.51256 d 0.51269, respectivement. Ils font preuve d'une corrdlation n6gative, et indiquent un mode d'6volution par une
combinaison d'assimilation s1 6e cristallisation fractionn6e (ACD. Ce sont les 6chartillons de sydnite quaraifdre qui sont les
plus fortement contaminds. Cetie contamination a probablement eu lieu b faible profondeur, et peut-Ctre m€me prbs du niveau
de mise en place finale. Nous d6celons un lien ditect entre le degrd de saturation en silice et le degr6 de contamination. Ainsi,
les roches satur6es et sursatur6es se sont form6es par ACF l partir dun magua felsique sous-sa.tur6, tandis que le magma
sy6nitique I n6ph6line a cristallis6 sans contamination importante. Un tel sch6ma d'6volution concorde avec les relations de
phases bien connues du systbme quartz - n6ph6line - kalsilite. Les compositions isolopiques des autres complexes mont6r6giens
qui contiennent des roches sursatur6es en sitce ressemblent h celles du nont Shefford, et indiquent une d6rivation de sources
mantelliques semblables, montrant daas chaque cas un faible appauwissement en terres rares l6gbres intdgrd sur une €chelle
temporelle. A chaque endroiq nous trouvoni la m€me con6lation n6gative ente les rapports rsrf6sr et 143Ndlt144NO qui
semblent indiquer un mode de production par processus ACF. Des relations semblables ont 6td d6montrdes A plusieurs autres
endroits. C'est donc dire que la production de compositions sy6nitiques quartzifbres pax processus ACF semble un ph6nombne
g6n6ralis6 et important da::s les massifs intrusifs alcalins 6pizonaux.

(fraduit par la Rddaction)

Mots-cl6s: dsalin, gu$atur6, sous-safir6, quartz, n6ph6line, sy6nite, systime quaxtz - n6ph6line - kalsilite, 6pnonal,
contamination, ign6, Mont6r6gien, assimilation, cristallisation fractionn6e, mont Sheffor4 Qudber,
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INIRoDUCTIoN

The Mont Shefford alkaline complex of the
Monteregian Hills province in southern Quebec
contains apparently cogenetic, silica-oversaturated and
-undersaturated syenites. The formation of such asso-
ciations from a common felsic magma is problematic
because it is not consistent with closed-system
fractionation. This is illustrated by phase-equilibrium
relationships (e.9., Tuttle & Bowen 1958, Fudali 1963,
Hamilton & MacKenzie 1965) in Petrogeny's Residua
System (quartz - nepheline - kalsilite), which preclude
a magma from evolving by fractional crystallization
across the feldspar join that separates oversaturated
from undersaturated compositions. Recently however,
Foland, et al. (1993) demonstrated that it is possible for
a felsic magma to evolve from undersaturation to
oversaturation with equilibrium holding by coupled
fractional crystallization and assimilation of granitic
material. This model was proposed to apply to the
formation of oversaturated-undersaturated felsic asso-
ciations because the oversaturated representatives
appear to have assimilated relatively larger amounts of
granitic crust, asjudged on the basis ofisotopic tracers.
The chemical and isotopic relationships among
cogenetic oversaturated and undersaturated syenites,
including those of the Mont Brome complex of the
Monteregian Hills province (Foland et al. 1993, Chen
et al. L994),have been shown to be consistent with this
hypothesis (Landoll et al. L994, Landoll 1994). The
present work on the Mont Shefford complex tests
turther the applicability of this basic hypothesis.

Grolocrcal SsI'rTr.Ic At\D PREvrous WoRK

The Mont Shefford complex (hereafter, simply
*Shefford") is one ofseveral ofmulti-intrusion alkaline
complexes that constitute the Monteregian Hills
province (Philpotts 1970, Eby 1987). The major
intrusive complexes of this province extend in a
roughly 200-km linear trend across southem Quebec
and were intruded within a short episode in the
Cretaceous (Foland et aI. 1986). In general, the western
Monteregian complexes are mafic and dominalgdl 6y
undersaturated rocks. whereas the eastern ones include
more evolved p6mpositions, including both over-
saturated and undersaturated felsic rock-types.

P etro lo gic al relations

Shefford consists of a mafic mass that is cut by
nepheline diorite and both silica-oversaturated and
-undersaturated syenite (Fig. 1). The rock types have
been described by Valiquette & Pouliot (1977), and the
following descriptions serve to summarize that work
while defining nomenclature with specific reference to
anilyzed samples. The nomenclature as defined by
Valiquette & Pouliot (1977) is retained in this work in

order to facilitate comparisons with previous work,
for consistency with mapped units, and to facilitate
discussion where distinctions between units would not
be apparent under the IUGS system.

The "diorite" unit consists of diorite with sub-
ordinate amounts of gabbro, monzodiorite, quartz
monzodiorite, and monzonite. The diorite and gabbro
consist principally of plagioclase (some of which
appears to be cumulate), kaersutite, and augite. Minor
minerals include olivine, biotite, q\ertz, and
feldspathoids. The monzonite is composed of
plagioclase, alkali feldspar, biotite, and rare quartz
with accessory titanite, apatite, and olivine. Samples
#26, #134, and #59 consist primarily of euhedral to
subhedral grains of unaltered plagioclase (up to 1 cm)
that are poikilitically enclosed in amphibole. Biotite in
sample #26 occurs as interstitial grains. Sample #58 is
slightly more felsic than the others. Diorite samples
#27 and #1.22 were collected from areas originally
mapped as syenite (Frg. 1) and are similar to #58, but
contain more biotite and pyroxene.

The nepheline diorite is medium-grained and
consists principally of zoned plagioclase and amphi-
boles (magnesiohastingsite and kaersutite). Acces-
sories include nepheline, sodalite, titanite, apatite,
opaque phases, and cancrinite.

The pulaskite is medium- to coarse-grained
nepheline syenite consisting of about 90Vo miqo-
perthitic to cryptoperthitic alkali feldspar and less than
5Vo nepheline. Mafic minerals include resorbed
kaersutite coated witl sodic magnesiohastingsite
@risch 1970) and augite that is rimmed by a green
sodic pyroxene. Accessories are apatite, titanite,
opaque phases, and zircon. The pulaskite is associated
with three other facies of nepheline syenite:
micropulaskite, foyaite, and laurdalite (porphyritic
syenite with >107o feldspathoids). Because pulaskite is
the dominant type of undersaturated syenite, and all
samples analyzed in this work are either pulaskite or
micropulaskite, pulaskite will be used to refer to all
varieties of nepheline syenite. Samples #18,#29,#L30,
and #133 are typical of the pulaskite; the main
differences are in grain size and amount of titaaite.
Sample #120 is a fine-grained and slightly porphyritic
micropulaskite; plagioclase forms thin, elongate
crystals that are generally more euhedral than in other
pulaskite samples, and tle amphiboles are partially
resorbed, with a thin green rim. Samples #71 and #72
(from near the contact with nordmarkite; Fig. 1)
contain lesser amounts of mafic minerals, titanite, and
plagioclase, and some of the alkali feldspar is visibly
perthitic, similar to that in the nordmarkite. Sample #19
comes from a complicated and heterogeneous outcrop
a few meters from an apparent contact with county
rock. It contains large (several cm) feldspar crystals
and minor amounts of much smaller feldspar and mafic
minerals. Importantly, it also contains a few per cenl
quartz and is, therefore, actually aquar1z syenite. It is
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Flc. 1. Geological map of the Mont Shefford complex (after Valiquette & Pouliot 1977). Sample locations (denoted by the last
digits of their notation from Table l) are shown as solid circles. The heavy line outside the complex is the approximate
contact between the Stanbridge Formation (ST) on the west and the Gilman Formation (Oak Hill Group, Gilman Formation'
G) on the easl lmodified from Rickard (1991)].
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grouped with the pulaskite because of its affinities
(petrographic and chemical) with other pulaskite
samples; the syenite within a few meters of #19
appears to be typical pulaskite. Sample #19 was
aralyzed to examine country rock - magma inter-
actions near the contact.

A single mapped unig nordmarkite (Ftg. 1), consists
ofa quartz syenite facies ("nordmarkite'o sensu stricto)
and a syenitic to monzonitic ('larvikite") facies that is
near silica saturation. Although these rock types are
closely related and although previous investigators
considered them together, new results show several
important distinctions. The nordmarkite is composed
of alkali feldspar with minor quartz (a few 7a), clino-
pyroxene, and Mn-rich olivine (less than 107o).
Accessories include biotite, zilcon, and opaque phases,
but titanite, which is abundant in the nepheline syenite,
is absent.

The larvikite facies is mineralogically similar to the
nordmarkite, except that it contains little or no quartz;
on the other hand, large feldspar crystals, some of
which are plagioclase or contain partially resorbed
plagioclase, seem to be of cumulate origin. In addition,
some samples (e.g., #L36 nd #t37) contain a few
crystals of titanite. Sample #139 contains more biotite

and appears to be closer to a biotite monzonite
petrogaphically, although the chemical composition is
similar to those of other larvikite samples.

The subvolcanic breccia on the western side (Fig. l)
is composed of a variety of porphyries and diatreme
breccias and likely represents a subvolcanic equivalent
ofthe diorite (Valiquette & Pouliot 1977). The breccias
were later reworked during a second brecciation event.
No samples of this rock type were analyzed in the
present study.

Geometrical and temporal relations

The geological map shown in Figure I presents only
a generalized view of the actual distribution of the
lithologies, because it is difficult to make field
identification, and exposures are limited. Exposures
made since mapping demonstrate somewhat more
complex geometric relations and interfingering,
particularly among felsic rock-types. In order to
maintain a consistent nomenclature and emphasize the
general chemical relationships (especially the state of
silica saturation), the intrusive rocls are classified as
diorite, nepheline diorite, pulaskite, nordmarkite, and
larvikite.
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The oversaturated rocks largely occur on the
perimeler of the complex, whereas undenaturated ones
qpically occur in the interior. Exceptions are the
pulaskite bodies in the northeastern and southem
portions of the complex. An important feature of
Shefford is that rocks mapped as nordmarkite occur
both on the perimeler of the complex and in the
interior. However, except in the northwestern part of
the complex, the larvikite facies occupies interior
portions (e.9., samples #L22, #126, #128), whereas
nordmarkite occurs on the perimeter (e.g., samples
#67, ffi8, #40, #43). The positions of the nordmarkite
and larvikite relative to country rocks suggest a link
between access to wallrock and composition.

The order of inEusion of the units proposed by
Valiquette & Pouliot (1977) is: diorite, nepheline
diorile, pulaskite, subvolcanic breccia, micropulaskite,
and nordmarkite (including the larvikite). These
authors acknowledged difftculty in establishing this
order, owing to the number and size of outcropso the
need to rely upon thin-section petrography for specific
identification, and the lack of exposed contacts.

Country roclcs

Shefford is emplaced into a thick sequence of Lower
Cambrian and Middle Ordovician sedimentary and
metasedimentary rocks @ickard 1991, Slivitzky &
St-Julien 1987). Contact metamorphism reached the
hornblende hornfels facies (Valiquette & Pouliot
1977). Shefford is emplaced across a sfratigraphic
discontinuity (Fig. 1), represented in most places by a
thrust fault (Slivitzky & St-Julien 1987) that separates
phyllite, siltstoneo and sandstone of the Oak Hill Group
(mainly the Gilrnan Formation) along the eastern
margln from the slate and carbonate of the Stanbridge
Group along the western side. This fault could have
served as the conduit for the magmas of Shefford, as
was suggested for nearby Mont Brome @oolan et al.
1982). Fault confiol of feeders has been proposed for
other Mon0eregian infusive complexes as well (S6guin
1982). Slivitzky & St-Julien (1987) indicated rhat rhe
Oak Hill Formation under the eastern part of Shefford
extends from 0 to 3 km, and the underlying Stanbridge,
for another 2 km below the present level of erosion.
Whereas t}le degree of homogeneity of the two
stratigraphic units cannot be addressed in this study,
new data coupled with those of Chen et al. (1994) and,
Wen (1994) show that the fwo formations have
different sempositions.

A highly complex zone consisting mostly of a fine-
grained matrix and possible xenoliths of counffry rock
is now exposed near the nordmarkite-.diorite contact in
the higher elevations of the northem part of the
complex. The xenoliths range in size from a few cm to
over 2 m in length. Some of these rocks appear similal
in texture and xenolith content to the "rheomorphic
breccia" described at Mont Brome by Philpotts

(1970), suggesting that some of the county rock may
have been mobilized during magma emplacement.

Age of Shefford

Eby (1984a) reported apatite fission-track dates of
119 + 8 and 131 * 8 Ma for a nepheline diorite and
a diorite, respectively, and whole-rock Rb-Sr ages of
120.3 x. 1.0 Ma and 128.5 t 3.0 Ma, respectively for
the nordmarkite and pulaskite units. Foland et al.
(1986) reported a NArPeAr plateau age of
123.5 x. 1.5 Ma for biotite from a diorite. Folatd et al.
(1986) concluded that this +oArFeAr age was more
precise than the previous fission-track dates and
more reliable than the Rb-Sr whole-rock ages because
they suffer from initial isotopic heterogeneities. Harper
(1988) analyzed a nordmarkiie sample and obtained a
two-point (whole rock and alkali feldspar) Rb-Sr date
of 124.7 Ma, and a concordant U-Pb zircon age of
126.0 Mu with an estimated uncertainty of approxi-
mately 1 m.y. or less.

The age data for Shefford are consistent with the
ages of other major Monteregian complexes which,
with one exception, are within a very reshicted range
of L24 x, 1 Ma @oland et al. L986, 1989). Moreover,
dates for the oldest (diorite) and youngest (nord-
markite) units are indistinguishable. This confirms a
short interval of intrusion, as suggested for each
Monteregian complex (Foland et al. 1986).

Chernical, isotopic, and petro genetic studies

hevious chemical data (e.g., Valiquette & Pouliot
L977,Eby 1985) agree well with those presented here;
most differences are readily explained by hetero-
geneities. Eby (1985) reported a paucity of inter-
mediate rocks (SiO2 between 52 to 58Vo), attributed to
the cumulate nature of the ma:fic rocks. and a bimodal
distribution with respect to silica saturation in the
syenites (i.e., samples are either oversaturated or
undersaturated) although the range is limited. Rare-
earth-element (REQ pattems, witl light-element
enrichment @by 1985) are characteristic; the diorite
and pulaskite have broadly similar patterns, whereas
the nordmarkite has a pronounced negative Eu
anomaly and a somewhat flat0er healy REE paltem.
Based on various REE pattems, low concentrations
of Sr and Ba in the nordmarkite. and contents of
incompatible elements that are similar to those in the
other syenites, Eby (1985) concluded that the nord-
markite formed from a magma that was different from
the magmas parental to the other syenites.

Eby (1985) also concluded that the diorite formed
from an alkali picritic melt similar to those that
forrred the gabbro and pyroxenite of the westem
Monteregian complexes (Eby 1984b), and that the
highly undersaturated rocks forrned from a second,
basanitic mantle-derived magma inhuded 10-15 m.y.
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later. Based on 87SrF6Sr ratios, Eby (1985) concluded
that the Shefford magmas had interacted with crustal
material and that the nordmarkite was derived by
partial melting of the lower crust from heat supplied
by ascending mafic magmas. Folatdet al. (1986, 1988)
used age, Sr, and Nd isotopic compositions of a
Shefford diorite, and those of other Monteregian
complexes, to conclude that the magma soruce was
lithophile-element-depleted mantle, and tlat individual
complexes formed in a short interval.

The nearby Mont Brome complex (hereafter
"Brome'o) is similar to Shefford, and it is reasonable to
suggest that they had similar origins. For Brome,

Valiquette & Pouliot (1977) suggested that contamina-
tion of a saturated syenitic magma with gabbroic
material caused it to become undersaturated and form
the undersaturated syenites. In contrast, contamination
with country rock caused the magma to become over-
saturated, producing the quartz syenites. Chet et aI.
(1994) concluded that slightly undersaturated evolved
magnu$ at Brome formed by fractional crystallization
from a parental mantle-derived magma without
significant crustal contamination. Some of the evolved
magmas experienced combined assimilation and
fractional crystallization (AFC) processes during
emplacement in the upper crust that resulted in the

TABLE 1. M^{IOR ELEMENT COMPOSMONS OF SAMPLES FROM
TTIE MONT SHEFFORD COMPLEX AND COUNIRY ROCK

No. SiO2 A!O, FerO, MgO CaO NarO KrO TiO, MnO PrO, TOTAL Mg#

DIORITE

26 47.33 27.15 8.23
t34 8.87 21.84 6.80
58 46.93 16.01 10.24
59 45.34 20,11 7.67
n 5t.76 19.86 6,94

t?2 52,A 18.86 7,46

MPHEIINEDIORITE

732 49.01 15.87 11.00

PUTASKrIE

r20 s9.67 19.91 3.68
133 61.59 18.63 3.58
29 61.98 18.86 3.62

130 58.74 19.05 4.8r
18 61.26 t9.39 3.29
19 66.36 17.84 1.9s
57 61.61 18.98 3.3s
7l 63.16 19.42 2.56
72 63.4E 19.48 2.46

IARVIKITE

136 60.v7 18.41 4.74
L37 67.?3 19.61 350
121 61.11 18.84 3.81
t25 61.13 18.97 3.58
r2s 5958 78.61 s.03
728 60.83 19.11 3.83
139 61.19 18.s1 4,L7

NORDMARKITE

40 6?.80 76.77 2.90
42 66.21 11.56 2.75
43 67,95 16.81 2.66
67 66.48 18.06 2,2r
68 66.19 17.81 2.74
87 67.43 r6,v2 3.06
88 67.58 1655 3.20

@UNTRYROCK

140 63.81 73.59 4.40
44 64.85 L9.79 4,06

4.80 7.84 5.34 2.37 2.34 0.36 1.30

4.45 77.57
3.83 11.63
658 8.87
6.34 L2,46
3.90 8.30
4.17 7,03

o.72 3.AO
0.91 2s5
0.81 2'25
1.10 3.36
0,64 2.25
o.rt{l 1.10
n R <  ) a a

u-Jo l-Jo

0.63 1.30

1.31 L84
7.12 2.22
1.22 2.76
0,95 3.37
1.15 3.64
0.96 3.36
1.18 z.79

n  1 1  n < t

0.36 0.93
0.13 0.s7
0.21 0.58
0.18 0.53
0.14 0.50
0.13 0.50

6.50 s.70
1.62 0.06

3.46 0.56
3.45 0.60
4.56 1.50
3.45 0.66
5.06 1.08
<  r n  , 1 ?

7.36 4.16
6.86 4.36
7.00 4.18
6.97 3.95
7.56 4.33
5.45 6.09
7.10 4.36
6.62 5.53
6.t7 5.30

6.59 4.03
7.?5 3.69
6.56 4.11
6.59 3.78
6.4{t 3.50
6.61 3,60
6.26 4.22

6.55 4.88
6.38 5.07
6.47 4.95
6.55 5.42
6.52 5.50
6.68 4.83
6.80 4.80

1.27 3.64
1.50 6.91

2.30 0.17 1.19
7.97 0.t6 1.16
L96 0.23 2.?5
2.69 0.79 1,47
2.07 0.17 O.El
1.88 0.18 0.80

o.94 0.2'I O.22
0.82 0.39 0.30
0.87 0.36 0.26
1.18 0.29 0.44
0.66 0.19 0.22
0,41 0.16 0.09
0.76 0.19 0.25
0.56 0.17 0.09
0,74 0.16 0.12

0.99 0.34
0.91 0.23
0.87 0.28
0.81 0.33
1.06 0.30
0.8s 0,32
0.92 0.42

0.31
0.19

0.47
o.n
0.40
0.33

0.20 0.16 0.03
0.36 0.20 0.10
0.21 0.19 0.03
0.17 0.m 0.04
0.23 0.19 0.04
0.20 0.18 0.03
0.19 0.17 0.03

0.60 0.32 0.09
0.92 0.13 0.09

100.41 54.2
100.31 55.1
100.18 58.3
100,32 64.5
99.95 55.1
99.81 54,9

100.3 za.5

99.93 ?3.7
99.99 33.4

100.01 30.9
99.89 32.3
99.79 X.9
99.93 33.4
99.7E 34.7
99.83 2.6
99.84 34;1

99.93 39.2
99.95 &.0
99.93 40.0
99.92 34.8
99.88 32.3
9,93 33.7
99.99 36.1

99.94 E.6
99.92 21.2
99.97 9.1
99.92 76.r
99.93 11.9
99.E7 8.7
99.95 7.8

99.86 75.2
99.93 46.3

All values in weight 7o.

Mg# = (100 x Mg)(Mg + Fe2* + Mn) (motar), where the ralio Fe2o3/FeO = 0.15, by weight.
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formation of the oversaturated rocks. Magmas not
experiencing AFC continued to evolve by fractional
crystallization and formed the undersaturated syenites.
Thus, all rock units are related ultimately to a single
parental magma-type, at least in terms of isotopic and
general chemical compositions. The present study
serves to explore this hypothesis further by demon-
strating the im.frortance of AFC and to put further
constraints on the contamination processes.

Satwr.Bs emp AnaryncAt- MffHoDs

A total of 32 samples representing all major units
(except the subvolcanic breccia) were chosen for
chemical and isotopic analysis from more than
100 specimens collected and examined. Sample #26
was studied previously by Foland el a/. (1988), who
reporfed Sr and Nd isotope data for this samFle that are
consistent with those from the present study, but of
much lower precision. Sample locations are shown
on Figure 1. The analyzed rocks do not display any
extensive alteration by a subsolidus hydrothermal
process.

Concentrations of major and trace elements were
determined by X-ray-fluorescence spectroscopy at the
University of Manchester. Because volatile weight-loss
and ferrous iron determinations were not performed,
analytical results are reported on a volatile-free basis,
with total iron as Fe2Or. Rb-Sr and Sm-Nd isotopic
analyses were performed at Ohio State University
following the procedures discussed in Foland & Allen
(1991). Rb analyses were perforrned on a Nuclide
12-SU-90 mass spectrometer, whereas those for Sr,
Sm, and Nd were made on a Finnigan-MAT 26lAwith
nine collectors. Analyses of the SRM-987 and "La
Jolla" standards at the time the Shefford samples were
analyzed yielded 87SrF6Sr and la3Nd/'laaNd ratios of
0.710243 (t0.000010, one sigma of the population;
147 analyses) and 0.511843 (+0.000005; 98 analyses).
The one-sigma external precision of 1a3Nd/'laaNd
analyses is taken to be t0.000004, on the basis of
multiple runs of samples from the same rock unit or
lava flow.

An age of L23.5 Ma (with an uncertainty of
1.5 m.y.) is used to calculate initial isotope ratios. With
the exception of the nordmarkite samples with high
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Rb/Sr, uncertainty in age does not significantly affect
the calculated initial ratios. However, any age
significantly greater than L25 Ma produces unrealisti-
cally low initial 87SrF6Sr for nordmarkite samples #87
and #88. Regressions for the isochron analyses are the
model-I treatment of the Mclnqne cubic least-squares
method (Brooks et al. 1972).

RFsrrlTs

M aj o r - e I ernent c h e mi s t ry

Major-element concentrations for Shefford and the
country rocks are given in Table 1, and some important
relationships are illustrated in Figures 2 arrd 3.
Mg-numbers [100 Mel@ag + Fe2+ + Mn)] range from
54 to 65 for diorite, 23 to 35 for pulaskite, 32 to 40 for
larvikite, and 8 to 22 for nordmarkite (Table 1, Fig. 3).
The highest Mg-number, 65, shows that the most
primitive melt is rather Fe-rich, as observed for
Monteregian complexes in general (e.9., Greenwood &
Edgar 1984, Eby 1985, B6dard et aI. L987,Chetet al.
1994). Rrlaskite sample #19 (from the heterogeneous

outcrop described above) has a relatively high
Mg-number (33), unfike the nordmarkite suite. The
larvikite samples have Mg-numbers similar to those of
pulaskite, indicating that larvikite and pulaskite formed
at similar stages of evolution, but that the nordmarkite
is considerably more evolved. Nordmarkite M2 hu a
Mg-number considerably higher than other nord-
markite samples, which suggests that either it is less
evolved or had a different evolution.

Chemical parameters display coherent trends from
the mafic to the evolved rocks @gs. 2-4). These
relationships are similar (with only a few exceptions)
to those reported previously for Brome and other
Monteregian and similar complexes in other provinces.
The diorite and pulaskite samples are slightly richer in
Mg and Ca, respectively (Fig. 2), compared to those
reported by Eby (1985). In addition, Eby (1985) noted
that the Shefford nordmarkite is unique arnong quartz-
bearing rocks in the Monteregian Hills in that it is
peralkaline. In contrast, none ofthe samples analyzed
in this study are peralkaline, although some have
(Na + K)/Al (molar) values between 0.9 and 1.0. There
is a marked deficiency of oversaturated rocks of
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1 kbar

(wt %)

Ftc. 4. Compositions (wt. 7a) of felsic rocks in terms of Petrogeny's Residua System
(quartz - nepheline - kalsilite, qtz-ne-ks). Phase boundary curves, liquidus isofherms,
and the minima in the granite and phonolite systems (solid dots) for 1 kbar P(H2O) are
shown in the reference triangle at the top (after Henderson 1984). The enlargement
(liquidus isotherms in oC) shows projected sample com.I'ositions, in which the
temary components are calculated from CIPW noms. Slmbols as in Fig. 2. The
minimum on the feldspar join (solid do! m) is obscured by the larvikite samples;
m3 is the minimum in the phonolite system. Oversaturated and undenaturated samples
plot along the thermal valley toward the minima in their respective systems. The state
of silica saturation inferred from this diagram agrees well with that based on petro-
graphy. Pulaskite samples #19 and #72 plot in the granite system, and #71 plots on the
feldsparjoin. Sample #19 contains modal quartz and is only aeminally a pulaskite, as
explained in the text. Samples #71 and 72 are from near the contact with nordmarkite.

intermediate composition Shefford (e.g., Fig. 2). A
similar pausity in oversaturated intermediale rocks
apparent at Brome was attributed by Eby (1985) to
crystal accumulation in the diorite. However, over-
saturated intermediate compositions are not observed
or rue under-represented at Brome and similar
complexes elsewhereo where undersaturated inter-

mediate compositions axe common and form part of a
more complete evolutionary series. This suggests that
the "compositional gap" is more fundamental and
related to the petrogenesis ofthe oversaturated syenites
rather tlan crystal accumulation.

Major-element variations with silica are consistent
with fractional crystallization controlling magma
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compositions (Frg. 2).The mafic rocks display some
scatter that is likely due to crystal accumulation.
Pulaskite #19 has 66Vo SiO2 and plots with the nord-
markite samples; it is likely contaminated, as discussed
below. The three types of syenite plot as distinct groups
with respect to Mg-number (Frg. 3).The pulaskite and
larvikite generally show more scatter than the nord-
markile, and their fields in some cases ovedap (Fig. 3),
which probably reflects the effects of crystal accumu-
lation. A similar conclusion was reached by Eby
(1985), who noied that "least-squares and mixing
calculations and trace-elemetrts suggest that mineral
accumulation played a role" in the formation of some
of the syenites. Nordmarkite samples #67, #68,andtt42
also have slighfly higher K than other samples of nord-

markite. With the exception of pulaskite #19, these
samples also have higher Al, consistent with feldspar
accumulation.

N o raativ e c o mp o s itio ns

Normative compositions (Table 2) help quantify the
degree of silica saturation, particularly for the felsic
rocks. In the absence of actual measurements, a
Fe2O3/FeO ratio (by weight) of 0.15 is assumed for
norm calculations. Of course. the calculated nonns are
dependent upon this ratio, and the assumed value is
basically arbitary, although frequently used. This
value is similar to those for the nordmarkite reported
by Eby (1985), except one sample at 0.85. Four ofthe

TABLE 2. CIPW NORMATIVE COMPOSITIONS OF SAMPLES FROM
TIIE MOTIT SHEFFORD COMPLEX AND COIJNTRY ROCK

No. Q C O O R A B AN NE DI TIY OL IL A? TOTAL

DIORITE

134
58
59
27

t2,

NEPHELINE DIORITE

3.31 28.3 40.5 0.54
3.55 29.2 42.3
8.86 30.1 18.8 4.61
3.90 t9.7 37.4 5.15
6.38 41.0 283 0.98

t2.6 37.9 n3 2.85

14.0 26.5 12.3 10.1

7.44 11.1
6.35 5.23 5.46
8.50 15.8

r1.9 11.8
6.20 9.4E
6.03 10.E

t.4z 4.37 2.76 9.74
t.t7 3.74 2.69 9.69
l.n 5.62 5.24 99.30
1.31 5.11 3.41 99.68
1.20 3.93 1.88 9.35
7.29 3.57 1.8s 99.19

t.w 4.44 3.07 9.15

0.64 1.79 051 99.66
0.62 1-56 0.70 9.69
0.62 r.65 0.60 9.83
0.83 22Jt 7.U2 99.44
0.57 125 051 9951
o.34 0,78 0.27 9.76
0.58 1.44 058 9951
o.44 t.o6 Q.27 99.61
o.42 1.47 0.8 99.60

0.11 r.88 0.72 9955
0.60 1.73 0.44 99.56
0.66 1.65 0.E6 9.67
0.62 154 0.95 99.59
0.87 2.01 1.09 99.41
0.66 1.61 0.93 99.62
0,72 1.75 o.T7 9.63

0.50 0.38 0.07 9.64
o.47 0.68 0.23 9.73
0,46 0.40 0.07 9.85
0.38 0.32 0.09 9,67
0,47 0.44 0,09 99,71
0.53 0.38 0.07 9.4
0.55 0.36 0.07 99.66

0.16 L.t4
0.70 t.1s

o.29
2.82 152

I?A
t33
29

130
TE
19
J /

t l

aa

40

43
o t
68
81
88

132

PUIASKITE

14.9

3.77
2.98
150
4.03
3.01

3.46

3.98

72.O

2.87
3.73
4.05
4.35
2.85

3.40
2.E4

2.77 1.37 3.75
4.79

1.22 2.46 3.14
2.55 3.72 1.11
2.94 1.01 4.49
2.t0 2.92 2.70
1.47 6.95 0.13

0.39 4.03
4.41

0.37 3.75
3.61
4.14

0.32 4.34
t.67 3.82

5.45 19.2
8.27

TARVIKITE

136 23.8
737 21.8
LZt 24.3
125 223
7?5 20,7
728 2t.3
739 24.9

NORDMARKITE

7.50 050

8.72
5.85 0.13
8.49
4.79 0.46
4.24 02S
7.08
6.E9

@UNTRYROCK

24.6 49.6
25,8 56.7
24.7 58.8
23.3 49l
25.6 54.3
36.0 46.1
z5.E 56.1
32.7 55.8
31.3 52.2

9.00 6.88
7.16 1,04
1,70 0.21
9.03 5.r4
6.18 5.24
4.87
7.04 Zt4
6.16 0.il
5.67

55.8 8.75
59.3 9,77 1.13
55.5 9.82
s5.8 11.0
54.8 11.5
56.4 11.6
53.0 9.94

55.4 1.95
54.0 3.96
54.E 2.21
55.4 2.62
55,2 2.37
56.5 7.92
s7,5 0.46

10.2 20.9
12.7

140 20.7
M 25.3 9.E4

28.8
30.0
29.3
32.O
32.5
28.5
?4.4

21.5
40.8

0.2t 9.46
0.11 9.47

Calculations Nume FerOr/TeO= 0.15, by weigiht.
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pulaskite samples reported by Eby (1985) have
Fe2OrlFeO ratios from 0.19 to 0.25, and three others
range from 0.48 to 0.57. The former values are only
slightly higher than 0.15 and have a minimal effect on
the degree of saturation, and those from the latter group
are similar to the mafic rocks from Eby (1985). For the
felsic rocks, the FeO/Fe2O3 value is not especially
important in view of their low iron contents. More
importantly, calculated normative compositions in
TabIe 2 (in terms of silica saturation) agree very well
with rock fype and modal petrography.

Overall, there is a moderate range in degree of
saturation from about 77o ne to about 8Vo qtz. T\e

diorite is nearly saturated to moderately undersaturated
(0.5Vo to 57o nei sample #134 contains 57o hy). With
two exceptions, the pulaskite is near saturation, ranging
from 37o qtz to abovt 4Vo ne. The larvikite is just at
saturation, being neither qtz aor ne-normatrve (except
for #137, with L.lVo ne). T"be nordmarkite is over-
saturated, rangmg from 4Vo to 8Vo qtz.

In Petrogeny's Residua System (Fig. 4), felsic
samples bridge the feldspar join near its minimum and
extend into both the granite and phonolite systems
along the thermal valleys. The larvikite samples clu$ter
around the minimum on the join, particularly if
uncerNainties in the position of the minimum and the

TABLE 3. TRACE ELEMENT CONCENTRATIONS OF SAMPLES FROM
TTMMONT STIEFFORD COMPLEX AND COUNTRYROCK

N o .  N b z r Y Sr Rb ZN CU Ni CT CT S m V

DIORITE

26 70 487 26 1973
134 59 464 25 2Ml
5E L4L 205 79 t245
59 54 52 44 7936
z7 r?5 790 42 2n5

72. 134 629 38 7504

NEPHELINE DIORITB

132 1&1 624 40 1271

PUIASKITE

51.73 9504
53.21 9.695

143.2 24.08
49.32 9.492
n.49 13.43
66.41 11.30

2.n,5 44
332 733
329 35
r49 60
770 80

5 9  6 b d  5  1 1 8
5 0  2 0 b d  6  9 7

r22 23 bd 11 361
s2 24 bd L6 774
8 6  8 b d  6  1 9 5
78 26 5 18 159

66 135
70 150
61 137

104 170
75 140
45 11E
82 714
7L 706
88 m4

1 1 3  8  6 b d  2 7 8
118 6  hd  bd  261
1 2 5 b d 8 6 3 4 3
91 t6  17  t2  18s

110 12 bd bd 308
47 10 bd bd 230
91 10 bd bd 207
53 bd bd bd 234
5 3  t h d  5  2 4 8

1
133
29

130
18
t9
57

72

78 101
72 59

37 107
75 t76
59 79
48 65

124 bd bd bd 216
121 13 13 bd 280
82 5 hd bd 112
68 bd bd bd 208
90 15 bd 8 194
90 5 bd bd 201

1 0 3  8  8 b d  1 6 0

13 155 D 17
32 tL9 694 2r
to 129 72 LL
10 194 bd 23
r7 86 bd bd
bd 162 bd bd
10 189 bd 20

t84 36 tt96 17
r37 t7 t372 77

53 bd bd bd 206
84 bd bd bd 308
56 bd bd bd 269
30 bd hd bd 265
44 bd hd hd 313
50 bd hd hd 4r3
75 bd hd 5 349

t43 44 44t17 EL
46 rs 26 78 139

IARVIKITE

136
137
127
725
726
r8
739

NORDMARKITE

77.33 11.67
111.3  17 .24
t12.4 17.63
E4.02 13.t6

104.8 15.76
82.83 12.38
86.84 13.70
80.0r 11.60

106.3 15.39

64.25 9.923
42.90 5.978
58.42 7.861
52.23 7.696
47.38 6.932
50.27 7.739
56.8? 9.369

87.83 10.81
72.52 9.999

114.6 14.47
93.18 9.720

143.0 15.98
100.5 13.46
105.2 14.11

15.95 2.496
13.11 3.056

343 bd
370 bd

2383 49
346 s7

1086 19
1308 17

7772 32

1997 bd
3021 bd
3?20 bd

65 ?A
1884 2l
101E 11
2765 Ll
1200 bd
1602 I

2732 bd
2922 bd
2187 bd
1647 bd
1343 bd
1432 24
1975 bd

72.07
7.a20

24.12
E.890

24.34
46.47

94.52

\22.1
88.86
86.16

102.9
134.6
86.17
84.15

144.1
t20.3

r19 20 13 24 2L5 80.84 13.72 297 126

30E 1120 51 E84.7
291 704 64 E24.2
299 822 66 829.3
268 676 46 961.9
364 876 43 871.3
102 185 36 59.51
255 431 54 879.5
2941078 30 196.7

4 694 38 3?S.A

209 551 41 805.0 L22,1
t78 7294 32 766.3 92.73
r72 886 32 630.1 5751
15r 641 32 855.9 75.91
751 698 32 826.4 75.49
197 715 39 693.3 73.76
719 597 37 7057 67.81

40

43

68
E7
88

212 366 22 1.863 114.6
r94 831 44 734.2 110.3
277 705 30 2.101 161.2
96 395 15 3508 87.04

r92 975 32 3.203 94.03
n4 509 20 1.814 118.8
330 744 3L 1.616 150.8

COUNTRYROCK

140 21 189 22 156.4 115.8
44 2L 494 40 73.10 t73.7

All @nenlrations given in ppm. Valuc below dctetion rcportcd as "bd.' Dct{tiotr limits ile: 5 ppm for
Zn, Cu, Ni, Cr, Sc, md 10 ppm for Nb, Zr, Y' Ce, V, ti, Ba.

Rb, Sr, Sm, Nd analysesby isotope dilution at Ohio State University; all othen by XRF at the University of
Manch6ter.
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norm calculation arc considered. The oversaturated
samples trend along the valley toward the granite
minimum. Pulaskite #19 plots with nearly the highest
values of qtz anLd fu, and pulaskite #72 also contains
relatively high proportions of. qtz and ftr. The under-
saturated samples show much less variation, and
extend from near the feldspar minimum toward the
phonolite minimum along the thermal valley.

Trace - elemcrt c onc entrations

Trace-element concentrations (Table 3, Fig. 5) are
similar to those reported by Eby (1985). The concen-
fations of compatible elements generally decrease
with increasing silica, consistent with fractional
crystallization. For example, the diorite contains about
150 to 330 ppm V (Fig. 5), whereas the felsic rocks

have considerably lower concentrations (from 14 to
78 ppm, 45 to lM ppm, and 8 to 32 ppm in the
larvikile, pulaskite, and nordmarkite, respectively).
The diorite has variable Sr contents @g. 5), from
about 1500 to /730ppm. Sr concenfrations of six of the
pulaskite samples are faidy uniform (825 to 960 ppm),
but two samples (#71 and 72) are lower (200 and
330 ppm), whereas anomalous pulaskite #19 is much
lower at 60 ppm. For Ba @ig. 5), the pulaskite ranges
from 1020 to 3230 ppm, and the larvikite, from 1340 to
2920 ppm. The nordmarkite is much lower (30 ppm or
less), except for i142, at 700 ppm. Thus, samFle #42 is
distinguished from the remaining nordmarkite samples
by trace elements. Significanfly higher Sr contents of
the larvikite distinguishes it from the nordmarkite. The
low concentations of Sr and Ba in the nordmarkite is
taken to be a result of extensive crystal-fractionation.

Isotopic results

Results of the isotopic analyses are given in Table 4.
Three Rb-Sr analyses are shown for nordmarkite
sample #43. This sample gave a high calculated initial
87SrF6Sr and was re-analyzed as a check. The repeat
analyses did not replicate well (Table 4) for unknown
reasons, ineluding the possibility of a grossly hetero-
geneous sample. Thus, the Sr-isotopic results for #43
are not considered sufficiently reliable and are not
used.

Calculated initial ratios for both 87SrF6Sr and
143Nd/144Nd show significant intra- and interunit
variations that are inversely correlated @g. 6) and
these are the focus ofthe folloqring discussion. Typical
uncertainties for calculated initial isotope ratios are:
0.000004 for 143Nd/'144Nd for all samples, 0.000002 for
87SrF6Sr for all samples except the nordmarkite, and
0.0M for 87srf6sr for nordmarkite samples. Values of
825r7865t range from 0.70343 to 0.7099, whereas the
rado 1a3Ndi/laaNd ranges from 0.512558 to 0.512688
(eNc = +1.6 to +4.1). Nepheline diorite #132 has the
lowest value of 87SrF6Sr (0.70343) and highest value
of 143Nd/144Nd (0.512682). The diorite samples have a
somewhat higher 87srr6sr value (0.70369 to 0.70418)
and a lower r43Nd/144Nd valw 0.512656 to 0.51267%.
With the exception of #L9, pulaskite samples give a
low 875r/865r value (0.70353 to 0.70396) and a fairly
high r+:N6,rt++yd value (0.512688 to 0.512646); #19
has a distinctly higher 8751165r valueo 0.7086, and a
stghtly lower la3Nd/1aNd value, 0.512641. These
values are similar to those for the nordmarkite and
suggest that sample #19 underwent a similar evolution
to the nordmarkite (i.e., contamination). Larvikite
samples overlap the pulaskite, but range to higher values
of 87srl6sr (0.70370 to 0.7M07) and lower values of
143Ndi/r44Nd 0.512664 to 0.512632\. Larvikite #139 is
distinct at 0.70443 and 0.5L2258, respectively. The
nordmarkite samFles give 87SrF6Sr values (albeit with
significant analytical uncertainties) that are quite
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TABLB 4. Nd AND Sr ISOTOPIC DATA FOR SAMPLES FROM TIIE MONT SHEFFORD COMPLEX AND COUNTRY ROCK

No. ETRbfsr Sr 67srfsr, flsrf$r),b 14sm/14Nd l43Ndlr4Nda (ro\d/t*Nd),0 ,*"

DIORITE

26 0.017s9
L34 0.01107
58 0.05604
59 0.01329
27 0.02574
L22 0.08939

NEPIIELINE DIORITE

L32 0.7258

PUI.ASKITE

r20 0.3990
133 0.3118
29 0.3005
130 0.3093
18 0.M69
79 4.188
57 0.2761
71 2.120
72 1.061

LARYIKITE

136 0.4389
I37 0.3500
LzL 0.7540
I25 0.2565
126 02i42
r?a 03477
t39 0.1857

NORDMARKITE

1e13 0.703740 (10)
2041 0.703711 (8)
124s 0.7M?:74 (12)
7936 0.70374 (r3)
z73s 0.703881 (9)
1s04 0.703883 (9)

12LL 0.703828 (10)

88/,.7 0.704391 (t
824.2 0.704277 (6)
829.3 0.7U266 (8)
96t.9 0.704070 (8)
87L.3 0.70450s (9)
s9.s7 0.715931 (10)

87e.s 0.704260 (14)
196.7 0.70768s (LV
324.0 0.70sss2 (10)

805.0 0.704ss0 (11)
76.3 0.70/,687 (7)
630.1 0.7M2@ (8)
8ss.9 0.7ur62 (10)
826.4 0.704165 (8)
693.3 0.7Un4 $O)

ro57 0,7M752 (9)

r.ffi3 7.03214 (4)
t34,2 0.708358 (8)

zror 7.0M46 (24)
z0e2 0.9%7 (t
zrs1 0.99s (1)
3.508 0.83627 (z)
3.203 0.86M6 (2)
1.814 1.04830 (r)
1.616 7.204s7 (13)

0.703709 (10)
0.7036v2 (8)
0.7Mr76 (12)
0.703711 (13)
0.703836 (e)
0.703726 (9)

0.743432 (11)

0.7036e1 (10)
0.703730 (9)
0.703739 (rt)
0.703s27 $r)
0.703727 (r4)
0.708580 (97)
0.7037s9 (1t
0.7$9e $2)
o.7036w (26)

0.1111 51.73
0.LLOZ 53.2L
0,1016 143.2
0.[u 49.32
0.1048 77.49
0.7029 66.47

0.7026 80.84

0.09120 77.33
0.09365 111.3
0.09486 172-4
0.09465 U.02
0.09092 104.8
0.09253 82.E3
0.09539 86.84
0.08765 80.01
0.07583 106.3

0.09337 64.25
0.084x 42.90
0.08136 58.42
0.08909 52,23
0.08844 47.38
0.09318 sO.2L
0.09608 56.87

0.07437 87.83
0.08336 7252
o.v7632 774.6

0.06307 93.18
0.06756 143.0
0.0810 100.5
0.08109 105.2

0.1097 15.95
0.1410 73.77

o.5L2746
o.572745
0.512749
o.572750
0.512747
0.572755

0.s12765 (s)

0.512746
0.5t2744
0.57tt49
0.5127&
0.572755
0.572716
0.572723
0.572739
0.5tn32

0.572656 3.45
0.5L2656 3.45
0.5L2667 3.66
0.572656 3.45
0.5L2662 3.51
0.572672 3.76

0.57?.r82 3.96

0.512672 3.76
0.512668 3.69
0.512672 3.76
0.512688 4.08
0.512682 3.96
0.577341 3,76
0.5L2646 3.26
0.572668 3,69
0.512677 3.74

(6)
(7)
(t
(7)
(e)
o

(t
(6)
(t
0
(7)
(6)
(e)
(6)
(t

0.703780 (1t
0.7uw3 (rr)
0.103797
o.703712
o.703707
o.10374
o.7u4'26

o.nn% Q) 0.sr2649 3.3t
o.slnoz G) o.st26v 3.02
o.srn3o G) 0s126il 3.61
osrnM (t 0.51?532 298
o.nnn Q) 0.sI26% 3.4s
0s727?5 (' 0.5126s1 3.34
0.57263,6 A 0.51558 1.5s

0.sr2676 (' 0.sr2sr6 2.67
0.512695 (t 0.572628 2.91
0.572691 (6) 0.5r26D 2.92

0.511408 (7) 0.511319 -22.64
0.s12100 (10) 0.511986 -9.62

183.6
2.371

L61.2
t63.2
L57.9
72.69
86.20

19s.9
283.1

COUNTRY ROCK

140 2.74L
M 6.927

156.8 0.7328v
73.10 0.Tt&23

0.5L2687 (5) 0.s12636 3.06
0.512678 (t 0.s1262j 2.81
0.s12690 (5) 0.512625 2.85
0.5L7592 (6) 0.s12625 2.87

40
42
436

67
68
81
88

0.70D (42)
0.744426 (ss)
0.723s Qn
0.1M3 (38)
0.7786 (38)
0.7087 (1,
0.7w2 (20)
o.7M4 (4s)
0.70n (6s)

0.72910 (s)
0.76608 (16)

(10)
(4)

a Measured values normalized with 86sresr = 0.119400 or l4Nd/r{Nd = 032190O. Uncertainties in lhe last digit(s) given in parenthcses are
two-standard deviations of the mean for in-run statislics.

b Calculated initial ratios using: qq age-gf 123.5 i 1.5 Ma; decay cons!4nts of 1.42 x 10 11 and 6.9 x 10-u year"l for 87Rb and r17Sm, respectively;
and a! uncerlainty of 0.57tin 87RbflSr. Uncertainties for inirial 8?Sr/ssr ratios are one-sigma, calculated as described in Foland & Allen
(1991); initiat r€Nd/reNd mtic have an assigned one-sigma uncertainty of 0.000004.

c C.onventioml epsilon notation for 123.5 Ma using presentday bulk earth values of 0.512638 and 0.1966 for the ldNd/rsNd and l'?Sm7laNd,

respectively.

d Replicale Rb-Sr analyses listed for sample #43 do not agree well as explained in texL Nd analysis is considered reliable.

variable, and generally higher (0.7044 to 0.7099); their
l43Nd/144Nd ratios are genenlly among the lowest
(0.51261.6 to 0.512636). There is a clear broad
correlation of calculated initial isotopic ratios,
especially la3Nd/laaNd, with rock type.

The compositions ofboth types ofcountry rock are
quite distinctfromthose of the Sheffordrocks and each
other (Iables 1, 4). The sample from the Stanbridge
Formation (#140) has 875r/865r *4 1a35glaa114 uu1o"*
(calculated to 123.5 Ma) of 0.729L and 0.51.132,
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respectively, and the one from the Gitnan Formation
(#44)has values of0.7661 and 0.51199. It is clear that
the two types of counffy rock near Shefford are
different; similar differences also are observed a few
km to the south near Brome (Chen et al. 1994, Wen
1994). Each formation is relatively homogeneous in
la3Nd/laaNd (although minor variations are seen for
the Stanbridge), but there are substantial variations
in E7SrF6Sr. Ranges in 87SrF6Sr and ra3Nd/1aaNd
(at 123 .5 Ma) for a total of eight samples are: 0.73 I 3 to

1 .*a-shefford @

B
G  G G  * G

ss
S

u 140

0.7661 and 0.51195 to 0.51199, respectively, for the
Gilrnan. aloLd 0.7 209 to 0.7507 and 0.5 1 132 to 0.5 I I 64.
respectively, for the Stanbridge.

SrcNnrceNcs oF TTrE Rb-Sr Rgs&rs
To rm AGE op brrnustoN

Although the diorite, larvikite, and some pulaskite
samples have Rb/Sr values too low to produce precise
information about age, it is instructive to examine these
data on an isocbron diagram (Frg. 7a). The scatter is
severe, showing clearly the very large variations in the
present-day 87SrF6Sr ratios that must reflect variations
in the initial ratio.

For the pulaskite (Fig. 7b), there is considerable
dispersion in the 87RbF6Sr values, but the samples
show excessive scatter and do not define a valid
isochron. Even with the grossly deviant sarnple #19
omitted, the regression gives a date of 131.8 + 1.8 Ma
O4ean Standard Weighted Deviates, MSWD - 8.6),
which cannot be considered reliable. Regression
analyses involving various combinations where one or
fwo samples are omitled result in an extremely wide
range of dates, from about 130 to 181 Ma. The
inevitable conclusion is that the pulaskite cannot be
used to define an accurate Rb-Sr whole-rock age. The
nordmarkite samples have much greater Rb/Sr values
that also vary significantly. Although these data define
a linear a:ray, there are significant deviations (MSWD
= 9.1) so that these samples do not define an acceptable
isochron. The linear trend (or'oerrorchron") yields a
date of 125.8 t 0.3 Ma, which is consistent with an age
of 123.5 t 1.5 Ma. However" it cannot be considered
frrlly reliable because of apparent heterogeneities in
inid.al 8751165r; the true uncertainty is much greater
than indicated by regresiion analysis. The Rb--Sr
whole-rock analysis provides a more reasonable age,
even with the initial heterogeneities, because tlese are
small compared to in sin ETSr production.

Eby (1984a) reported a whole-rock isochron
analysis of pulaskite samples that yielded a date of
128.5 + 3.0 Ma and an initial 87SrF6Sr ratio of 0.70365.
However, there are obvious deviations from linearity
even though the reported MSWD is only 0.36, which
suggests a valid isochron; our regression using one-
sigma etrors gives a MSWD of 2.1. Eby (1984a) also
reported an isochron analysis of four nordmarkite
samples that yielded a date of 120.3 x. 1.0 Ma with an
MSWD of 0.63 and an initial 87SrF6Sr value of
0.70445. Unfortunately, the small number of samples
limi* this analysis, and variations will be masked by
the high Rb/Sr ratios and aualytical uncertainties on
these. Both of these previous dates are compromised by
isotopic heterogeneities, as verified with 143Nd/144Nd
(Fig. 6) and the new data shown in Figure 7.

In sum, Shefford samples do not define reliable
Rb--Sr whole-rock isochrons because of initial
875r/865r heterogeneities that also correlate well with

0.51270

0.51265

0.51260

0.5'1255

P+- @
\t-lp:: - - - - _ _ _l _ii _:.'

\;

_ 0.51270

7 o.s'tzes

7 0.51260

0.51255

!B,* a

%*

I i l o

A
Y/

0.7035 0.7040 0.7045

('Sr/*S0,
Frc. 6. Calculated initial rSrf6Sr and r43Nd/l44Nd values for

Shefford and country-rock samples. (a) Country-rock
samples (S: Stanbridge Formation, G: Gilrnan Formation,
B: Grenville basement). Samples #140 and#44 are from
this study; other data are from Gilbert (1985), &en et aI.
(1994), and Wen (1994). (b) Plot of all Shefford samples.
The one-sigtna error bat for the 143NdJt144Nd values is
shown in (c). Uncertainties for initial 87SrF6Sr values of
the nordmarkite samples (except 4142) are substantial
(table 4); all other rock types have uncertainties smaller
than the symbol. Dashed lines outline the trends (maic,
undersaturated to saturated and ovenaturated) discussed
in the text. (c) Enlargement of diagram showing variations
for samples with low 87Srf6Sr. Note that isotope ratios are
generally negatively correlated. Symbols: n: diorite, V:
nepheline diorit€, A: pulaskite, O: larvikite, A: nord-
markite, and +: initial magna.
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0.7055

0.7050

0.7045

o.7040

0.7035

0.7030

0.708

o.707

0.706

n 7nE

o.704

0.703

n e 0.4

@ 
'Pulaskite

"errorchron"
t  =  131 .8  t  1 . 8  Ma

('srf€r), = 0.703648 r 0.000017
MSWD = 8.6

Rb/Sr values long after the formation of the rocks,
because samples with low Rb/Sr (1.e., high Sr contents)
also exhibit significant variability in the isotopic ratios.
The only potential secondary process gausing such
variations is hydrothermal alteration, whereby more
radiogenic Sr is added. Three lines of evidence argue
against this. First, variations in 143Nd/144Nd are not
expected from hydrothermal alteration (e.9., Landoll
et al. L994), and la3Nd/laaNd inversely conelates with
87SrF6Sr, suggesting that the variations in 87SrF6Sr

values also are magmatic. Second, the samples are not
altered, other tlan showing typical deuteric effects
associated with plutonic rocks. Third, samples with
high Sr contents (e.9., diorite and pulaskite) show
substantial variations in 8751165r. If the variations are
the result of hydrothermal interactions, then very large
amounts of Sr would need to be added. The petro-
graphy rules out modification of the required
magnitude. It is, however, not possible to rule out
hydrothermal moffication of the 8751165r values of
the nordmarkite, as its Sr content is very low.

The Sr and Nd isotopic ratios define tbree broad
trends @ig. 6): a mafic trend consisting of the diorite
and nepheline diorite; a oosaturated" to 'lrndersaturated"

trend consisting of the pulaskite and larvikite, and an
'ooversaturated" one consisting of the nordmarkite. The
mafic and saturated to undersaturated groups overlap
each other and define a steeper trend of decreasing
143Ndif144Nd with moderately increasing 87srf6sr. The
oversaturated trend diverges from the others at lower
la3Nd/iaaNd, with a much more gentle slope. As shown
below, these trends are consistent with incorporation of
crustal material into mantle-derived magmas. The
chemical data suggest crystallization from relatively
evolved magmas. Thusn the evolution of Shefford is
likely to have involved coupled fractional crystal-
lization and assimilation (AFC) processes.

Isotopic composition of the initial magma

The isotopic compositions of the least-contaminated
samples are appropriate for a magma produced by
melting of ahght-K4E-depleted mantle. Moreover, the
la3Nd/'laaNd values of all Shefford samples (>0.51255)
are distinctly higher than the country rock and typical
crust (<0.5120), and preclude Shefford from being a
direct product of crustal melting (in which case melts
would have similal lg616pic compositions as their
source). This holds for all rock types.

The hypothesis is that all Shefford rocks are
ultimately derived from the same parental magma or
from closely related ones of virtually the same
composition, with the isotopic ftends reflecting crustal
assimilation. This differs from the interpretation for the
Monteregian complexes in general @by 1984b, 1985),
but is consistent with the similar results for Brome
(Chen et al. L994). It is supported by the Sr-Nd
isotopic trends that are explained by crustal conta-

o.20.' |

0.0

@ 
" 

Nordmarkite

"errorchron'
t = 125.8 t 0.3 Ma

gSr/BSr), = 0.7042 r 0.0001
MSWD = 9.1

0 50 100 150 200 250 300
87Rb/86Sr

Hc. 7. rRbr6Sr verszr 87srf6sr isochron diagrams for
Shefford samples. (a) All samples with rRbF6Sr values
less than 0.5. Note significant scatier for all rock fypes. A
123.5-Ma reference isochron (assuming an initial sSrF6Sr

value of 0.7034) is shown. &) Pulaskite samples (#19 is
far off scale). The sarnples show significant scafier and do
not define an isochron. The regression parameters are for
an analysis that does not include sample #19. (c)
Nordmarkite samples. These samples do not define a valid
and reliable isochron because the MSWD is too high.

l43Nd/144Nd variations. However. the results are
consistent with the age established independently.
Similar relationships are observed at other
Monteregian complexes @oland et aI. 1986).

Srcxrncerce oF TrrE Isoroplc Vap.re.noNs

Origin of the isotopic variations

The variations in initiat isotopic ratios are inter-
preted to reflect heterogeneities in the initial magrnas.
They cannot be the result of alteration that changed the
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minati6a, and converge toward a common mantle- (Frg. 6) precludes their derivation from mixtures of
source value for the parental magma. Additional strong pulaskitic and dioritic magmas. Thus, it is probable that
support for this hypothesis is provided by Pb isotopic the larvikite formed from an originally undersaturated,
results for Brome flMen 1994), where five radiogenic pulaskitic magma. Its saturation state reflects a small
isotopes form consistent and continuous trends and amount of contamination and probably, in part, crystal
make a common parental composition highly probable. accumulation.

Considering the entire Shefford data set and the In many complexes with ovenafurated and under-
trends, the uncontaminated magma is taken to have saturated rocks, the oversaturated ones occur on the
87SrF6Sr and 1a3Nd/1aaNd values of 0.70340 and perimeter, suggesting that the crustal interactions that
0.512690, respectively, which is slightly more formed the oversaturated rocks were facilitated by
primitive than the least contaminated sample (#I32). proximity to country rocks. At Shefford, the nord-
The composition originally proposed by Foland et al. markite likewise occurs in an extemal position (with
(1988) is now properly viewed as slightly conta- thelarvikitefaciesgenerallywithin,e.g.,samples#121
minated. The revised composition for the initial to#128),whichsupportsthepropositionthatproximity
rnagma is similar to that proposed for tle Brome to crustal material was instrumental in forming the
complex by Chen et al. (L994). quartz syenite.

315

The disrtnction of lawikite frorn nordmarkite

A principal question is whether the larvikite and
nordmarkite are different facies of the same unit or
different units. The chemical and isotopic data
presented in Tables 1 to 4 clearly show substantial
compositional distinctions; the nordmarkite is over-
saturated and (as discussed below) significantly
contaminated, whereas the larvikite is distinctly
less saturated and, as judged from isotopic ratios, less
strongly contaminated. Therefore, we conclude that the
larvikite is not a facies of the nordmarkite.

The larvikite could represent either a separate batch
of magma unrelated directly to either a nordmarkitic or
pulaskitic magma, or it could be the product of one
of tlese magmas. In the latter case, the larvikite may be
a portion of a nordmarkitic or pulaskitic magma that
became mixed or contaminated by previously intruded
Shefford rocks or magmas, or derived from a pulaskite-
like magma that was contaminated by country rock,
but not sufftciently to become oversaturated. A con-
founding factor is that feldspar of apparently cumulate
origin occurs in the larvikite. The result is that the
chemical composition of the larvikite may differ from
the liquid composition, depending on the amount of
cumulus feldspar. For example, the compositions of
the larvikite samples in Petrogeny's Residua System
(Fig. 4) may reflect this factor.

The larvikite shows closer affinities ftoth chemical
and mineralogical) with the pulaskite than with the
nordmarkite (e.g., the presence of titanite in some
samples). The Sr content of the larvikite is much higher
than in the nordmarkite (rougbly 800 versas 2 ppm)
and similar to that in the pulaskite. If sufficient
material of dioritic composition were added to a
nordmarkitic magma to account for the Sr content of
the larvikite, the resulting hybrid magma would not
have a larvikite composition. In addition, no micro-
diorite enclaves were observed in the larvikite. The fact
that the larvikite sarnples have 87SrF6Sr values similar
to those in the pulaskite, but lower 143Nd/144Nd values

AFC isotopic models

The Sr and Nd isotopic relationships (variability and
inverse correlation) indicate incorporation of crustal
material by an assimilation process. Since the chemical
relationships indicate that fractional crystallization
was important, it is reasonable to regard ns5imilation
and fractional crystallization occurring as a coupled
process (AFC). AFC can be modeled readily using
observed isotopic ratios. Because many parameters are
loosely constrained, no attempt is made to determine
unique models. Ilustrated models use the apparent
isotopic composition of a parental magm4 described
above, and several contaminant compositions
including country-rock samples analyzed in this study,
samples of the same formations ftom near Brome,
and a composition for Grenville basement (87srf6sr =
0.715 and 200 ppm Sr, 1a3}{6rtla+51d = 0.512 and
30 ppm Nd) estimated from values in the literature
(Gilbert 1985). In general, the samples of the
Stanbridge Formation have lower 1a3NdJ'laaNd and
875r/865r values than those from the Gilnan Formation.
The model Grenville basement has the same
la3Nd/laaNd value as the Gilnan samples, but a
much lower 87srf6sr value. Fractional crystallization
is accounted for by the bulk disribution coefficients
for Sr and Nd. Assimilation is considered at the stages
of maJic and more evolved (syenitic) magmatism, with
parameters chosen appropriate for each stage. For
example, contamination at an evolved stage is modeled
using a magma with lower Sr and higher D5r. Models
are shown in Figure 8, and parameters used are
su-marized in Table 5.

Mafic trend

With relatively high-temperature magmas and
country rocks that were previously heated by
volcanism, the ratio of assimilation to crystallization
(R) at the stage of this mafic magmatism may have
been rather high (e.S., 0.5). Wifh crystal fractionation
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TABLE 5. PARAMETERS USED TO CONSTRUCI AFC MODEIJ
FOR T1IB MONT SHEFFORD COMPIjEX

Magu'

Gllm@ (44)

Slrnbridge (140)

Gilnm (44)

Stanbridge (140)

Gllnan (44)

cilmad (44)

Sunbridgc (140)

Soibridgc (140)

Senbridgc (140)

Sbnbridgo (140)

Gilman (44)

Sunbridge (140)

GilmiD (44)

Gilmm (44)

0.51260

0.51256

0.7034 0.7038 o.7042

o.s1272
,{
io o.g126s
z-
Y
: o.s1264

E
z o.s126o

<./ 0.51256

AFC models

o.7u 0.706 0.708 0.710

(87Sr/865r),

Frc. 8. AFC models based on the initial 8?SrASr and
143Nd/t144Nd values for the three groups of samples (natrc,
undenaturated to saturated syenite, oversaturated syenite)
discussed in the text. Symbols as in Fig. 2. Parameters for
individual models (denoted by Roman numerals) are
given in Table 5. The letter following the model number
notes whether the crust end-member is Gilman (G) or
Stanbridge (S) foimations. The numbers under the model
number denote tlte arnount of assimilation where the
model line terminates. Solid circles denote the a:nount of
assimilation lLUVo n (a),57o and lAVo in (b), and as noted
in (c)1. (a) pio1i1s samFles. Models I and II use identical
parameters and display tle effect of variations in
contaminant conposition. (b) Pulaskite and larvikite
samples. (c) Nordmarkite samples. Error bars (one sigma)
are shown for 1a3Nd/laaNd whereas uncertainties in
rSrFSr are variable, but are about s0.004 for these
samples. Note the very different scale for esrf6sr in 1c;
compared to (a) and O).

dominated by plagioclase and clinopyroxene, bulk
disftibution coefftcients for Sr and Nd of 1.0 or 1.5
and 0.2, respectively, are appropnate. Using these
parameters, four AFC models are illustrated in
Figure 8a in terms of 15r/865r and 143Nd/144Nd values.
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0.51268

o.51264
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The two types of country rock (Gilman and
Stanbridge) produce signifi cantly different trajectories.
For identical paraneters, a contaminant with a low
87SrF6Sr value and high Sr content such as the sample
of Stanbridge Forrnation (sample #140) results in a
much steeper mjectory than tle sample of the Gilman
Formation (sample 644), which has a higher
143Nd/144Nd value (models I and tr, Table 5). For
identical parameters used in models I and II, other
Glman samples (from Chen et al. L994, Wen 1994)
and the Grenville basement produce najectories similar
to model tr. Higher Sr contents of the Stanbridge
samples result in frajectories similar to model IV. Thus,
the two Shefford country-rock samples provide good
end-member compositions for likely contaminants, and
subsequent illustrations considei only these two
samples for simplicity. This is also consistent with the
hypothesis that contamination occurred near the level
of inffusion, as suggested by geometrical, lithological,
and chemical relationships. Contamination at depth by
rocks of appropriate composition cannot be ruled out.

Dioriie samples #Tl ard#L22 ue readily explained
by incorporation of about 107o of crust #'14 (model t).

AFC models

AFC models

Mr(s)
,&

vil(s)
1&

@
Pulaskite &
Laruikite rx(s)

1g%
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Sample #58 falls to a higher 143NdJ'144Nd value than
predicted by model I. This sample appears to be more
felsic than the other diorite samples and can be
accounted forby about lTVo contamrnatton involving a
slightly more evolved magma. Models for these
samples involving crust #140 require much less
realistic (e.g., very high lt{d contents) parameters (e.9.,
model V, Table 5). Therefore, crast 4144 appearr to be
the likely contaminant for these samples. Diorite
samples #26, #134, ll59 we bracketed by models Itr
and IV, which suggests that either contaminant could
account for their compositions.

In summary, the isotopic compositions of the diorite
samples are consistent with evolution involving AFC.
Modeling suggests that the parental magma assimilated
roughly 107a crustal material. The isotopic data are
consislent with crust #44 (Gilman) as being the most
likely contaminant for tbree samples and at least
equally likely for the others.

Unlersaturated to satarated trend

Several AFC najectories for the undersaturated to
saturated trend are shown in Figure 8b. The isotopic
composition of the least-contaminated pulaskite (#130)
is very close to that proposed for the parent magma. At
least a portion of the parent magma must have under-
gone considerable fractional crystallization without
significant contaminationo or the magma chamber was
not well mixed and homogenized. Therefore, models
for the pulaskite and larvikite use the same initial
isotopic composition as for the diorite. The Sr and Nd
concentrations, D5r, and D*6 values used are
appropriate for an evolved magma with fractionation
of Na-rich plagioclase and minor alkali feldspar
(Iable 5). The value used for R is 0.3, but the models
are insensitive to the value chosen because the amounts
of contamination are small.

With an evolved parental magma, both types of
country rock must be used to explain the suite of
samples. Pulaskite samples #130, #18, #7L ne readily
explained using crust #44 (model VI), where sample
#L8 represents about 67o assimilation. Pulaskite
samples #72, #L20, 1f29, and #133 and larvikite #121
are best explained by incorporation of.6 to \Eo of crust
#140 (model YIf . Because of its chemical and isotopic
affinities with the nordmarkite, pulaskite samFle #19 is
shown in Figure 8c.

The majority of the larvikite samples are consistent
with incorporation of crust #140 (Stanbridge, model
VII). SamFles #125 and #139 require a less-evolved
magma. The amounts of contamination indicated are
about 6 to 87o for both the pulaskite and larvikite (with
#I39 at L77o), whrch ffs similar to, or less than, the
diori0e. Explaining these samples using crust #44
requires a very low concentration of Nd (less than
about 15 ppm) in the initial magrna or low Dr, values,
both of which are inconsistent with an evolved parental

magma.
Both types of countrry rock arc required to explain

the full suite ofrocks. The geographic locations ofthe
samples broadly correlate with the specific type of
counnry rockrequired. In general, the pulaskite samples
from near or east of the contact zone (Fig. 1) are
explained by contamination with the Gilnan
Formation. Samples #72, #29, #120, and #130 are
from near the contact zone and could involve either
contaminant. The larvikite samples are generally
located west of the hferred contact and are best
explained by contamination by the Stanbridge
Formation. Because the Gilnan Formation probably
does not extend to great depth, the above relationships
suggest that contamination of the diorite, pulaskite, and
larvikiie occurred near the present level of exposure.
Although stoped blocks or apparent xenoliths are not
common in the pulaskite and larvikite, contamination
at a high level is also supported by numerous dikes in
the larvikite and by complex contact relations with the
pulaskite, such as that described for sample #19.

Oversa,turated trend

Because calculated initial 87SrF6Sr values of
the nordmarkite have large uncer|ainties (fable 4), the
models shown in Figure 8c rely more heavily on
143Nd/144Nd values. Successful models must explain:
875r/865r and 143Nd/r144Nd values that are significantly
higher and lower, respectively, than those of the other
rock types, a relatively large dispersion in 87SrF6Sr

between sample tl42 and the other sample of nord-
markite, a relatively flat trend in the correlation of
87srf6sr and 143Nd/144Nd and very low Sr contents.

The lower 143Nd/144Nd and higher 87srf6sr of the
nordmarkite reflect larger degrees of contamination.
The dispenion between #42 (and possibly #87) and
the other nordmarkite samples and the relatively
constant 143NdJt144Nd values require a more complex
solution. It is not possible to explain the formation
of all nordmarkite samples from the proposed
composition of the parent magma with one single-stage
model. Either #42 han a separate evolution from the
other nordmarkite samples, or the magma eiperienced
a multistage evolution. Altematively, #42 could have
picked up some coglate, more mafic material at a low
amount that would not be obvious. Even another
alternative is that some 87SrF6Sr values are affected by
hydrothermal alteration.

The formation of the high-87SrF6Sr nordmarkite
samples from a syenitic maelna similar 1e 16a1 ot"6 lot
the pulaskite is possible using either country rock
(models X and )C, Fig. 8c) or Grenville basement.
Althougb the trajectories are similar, these models
require very different parameters (Table 5). Model X
assumes a slightly more evolved initial magrna and a
high Ds., consistent with fractionation of alkali
feldspar. In this way, the most contaminated samples
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are explained by 12-l3Vo assimilation (and resulting in
Sr and Nd concentrations of about 30 and 90 ppm,
respectively). In contrast, model XI (crust #44)
requires a considerably lower concentration of Nd in
the magma and D5r, and a higher R, which would imply
that the initial magma was less evolved. Model XI
suggests incorporation ofabout 24 to 2670 crust (Sr and
Nd concentrations of about 8G-130 and 55 ppm,
respectively). Considering the Sr and Nd concentra-
tions of the nordmarkite and the model parameters,
model X is preferred. $ample #19 is isotopically
similar to nordmarkite tfi7 alid can be explained
by similar models of contamination. The slightly
higher Sr and lower Nd concentrations of #19 indicate
that it consists of highly contaminated pulaskite and
did not fractionate to the same extent as the nord-
markite.

Sample M2 can also be explained using either
contaminant. Model )OIA is similar to model VIII for
the larvikite and uses crust #140. By this model, M2
represents 167o assimilation, with predicted Sr and Nd
concenfrations of 500 and 80 ppm, respectively. Using
crust #44 as a contaminant requires a significantly
more mafic parental magrna (simil6 to the parental
dioritic magma) and indicates about 23Vo contamina-
tion (Sr and Nd concentrations are 800 and 40 ppm,
respectively). Such a model is considered less
plausible.

An altemative approach is to consider a multistage
evolution. Obviously, such models are more under-
constrained of the numerous models that can be
constructed; one example is described below. An
evolved magma at some depth undergoes AFC
involving Stanbridge crust (#140) to produce a magma
of a compositi6a simil6 to that of nordmarkite #42.
This magma fractionates, and the Sr concentration
decreases to some lower value (e.g., 100 ppm); at this
point it is contaminated with Gilman crust (#44) at a
shallow level. This is plausible because the Gilnan
overlies the Stanbridge Formation. Such a scenario is
illustrated with models )CIA and )CIB and shown on
Figure 8c. In this way, the high-Rb/Sr nordmarkite
samples reflect about 2l%o contantnation and have Sr
and Nd concenffations of about 35 and 90 ppm,
respectively.

The models discussed above adequately account for
the isotopic ratios and Nd concenhations of the
samples. However, tlte Sr concenuations of the nord-
markite samples are lower than predicted. Such low
concentrations are difftcult to reconcile with the
isotopic ratios and Nd concentrations by AFC and
imply that the Sr concentrations and 87SrF6Sr ratios are
decoupled. There are two mechanisms by which this
can occur, removal of Sr by hydrothermal fluids, and
by fractional crystallization. As major hydrothermal
modification of Shefford rocks has already been
discounted, fractional crystallization appears to be the
only viable explanation.

The evolution of the nordmarkitic magma must have
included at least one period of fractional crystal-
lization. The effects of such an evolution ("punctuated
AFC") are noted by Landoll et al. (1,994): assimilnfioa
may take place at different intervals of a more
continuous history of crystal fractionation. With
respect to modeling, punctuated AFC means that the
m1s 6f assimilation to fractional crystallization (R) is
not constant during the course of magmatic evolution
and may approach zero at times, as the magma
continuously becomes more evolved. At Shefford, such
a scenario is proposed in the two-stage model ()CIA
and XIIB, Table 5). Obviously, detailed quantitative
analysis beyond that discussed above requires
unconstrained speculations regarding the timing and
duration of periods of increased or decreased R.
Howevero the low Sr content of the samples requires
that significant fractionation must have occurred.
Furtherrnore, the restricted range in the 143Nd/144Nd

values requires a high D5r. This trend is consistent with
most (if not all) of the fractionation occurring prior to
the final stage of contamination.

In sum, AFC involving L2Vo to 26Vo crustal rnpat
can reasonably account for the observed compositions
of the nordmarkite. This amount of contamination,
which is princrpally required by 143Ndifl44Nd values, is
significantly more tlan for the other rock types.
Although the nordmarkite can be explained with bottr
contaminant compositionso crust #140 appears to be
more appropriate.

FonvenoN oF THE CocENETIC QuARrz
aND NEPHEI-$IE SysNI|Es AT SHEFFORD

Several lines of evidence suggest that crustal
contamination was instrumental in producing silica-
oversaturated rocks at Shefford. For example, the
spatial relationships between the amount of contami-
nation and lithology suggest that contamination was
facilitated by proximity to country rock. Nordmarkite
is invariably found along the perimeter of the complex,
whereas undersaturated rocks are generally restricted
to interior portions. Where pulaskite is on tlte
perimeter, there is evidence that interactions with
country rock took place and the rocks (some of which
are oversaturated, e.9., #L9) in the area are contami-
nated. The geographical, temporal, chemical, and
isotopic relationships indicate that the qtrartz-
and nepheline-bearing syenites are related and possibly
formed from a common evolved magma. This is
possible with contamination of an undersaturated felsic
magma that can evolve across the Ab-Or join to over-
saturation @oland et al. 1993).

A relationship befween contamination and degree of
saturation is indicated by a correlafion of isotope ratios
with bulk composition. For example, there is a
correlation between initiat 87sr/t6sr and la3NdrtlaaNd

values with SiO2 @g. 9). It is clear that the high-SiO2
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Fro. 9. Initial 87sr/86sr (a) and l43Nd,/144Nd values (b) r;ersas
SiO2 for Shefford samples. Fields are drawn around
samples of different lithologies. Symbols as in Fig. 2.
Note the correlation of initial ratio with lithology. The
nordmarkite sarnples have the highest 8751165r and lowest
la3Nd/laaNd values. The larvikite samples also have
sligbtly elevated 875r/865r and depressed la3NdrtlaaNd
values relative to the 'lrncontaminated" pulaskite and
diorite samples.

rocks (nordmarkite) are the most contaminated. In
addition, the larvikite is slightly contaminated. Two
larvikite samples have an isotopic ratio similar to the
nordmarkite, and a third highly contaminated sample
has a considerably lower 143Nd/144Nd value. Except for
sample #19, the pulaskite has fairly uniform initial
la3Nd/raaNd and 87SrF6Sr values. Sample #19 is highly
contaminated and also is oversaturated, although it is
similar to the pulaskite in many other respects.
Undersaturated rocks that are contaminated are not
inconsislent with the hypothesis proposed above, but
are probably common (e.9., Landoll et al. L994). If.
contamination ceased before a magma became over-
sahuatedo then undersaturated magmas would bear the
effects of contamination. Similarly, if contamination
occurred at a late stage of evolution, after a magma had
become considerably undersaturated, it could not cause
the magma to become oversaturated.

AFC resid.ua system models

Crystallization of a felsic magma is largely
controlled by the phase relations in Petrogeny's
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Residua System, in which oversaturated and under-
saturated compositions are separated by the Ab-Orjoin
(Fig. 10). In this phase-equilibrium system, melts that
are oversaturated in silica (plotting above the join)
fractionate toward the granite minimum, whereas those
undersaturated (below thejoin) evolve by fractionation
toward the phonolite minimum. By fractionation alone
(except for the rare case of leucite effects: Fudali
L963), a liquid cannot produce both oversaturated and
undersaturated compositions, thus posing an apparent
dilemma in explaining cogenetic quartz-bearing and
nepheline-bearing syenites. Recently, chemical mass-
balance models for AFC in the residua system have
been constructed to explain such associations under the
constraints of equilibrium phase-relations (Foland
et al. 1993, Landoll et aI. L994).In terms of the residua
system, whereas fractional crystallization causes an
undersaturated felsic magma to follow a path toward
the phonolite minimum, assimilation of granitic
material will cause it to move toward the granite
minimum. AFC results in compositions intermediate
between these two and produces curved paths of liquid
descent that can cross the feldsparjoin. This is because
the join is not isothermal, but rather has a minimnm
near tle composition Or3e, and thus the join does not
act as a divide under AFC. The model compositional
paths are ones of decreasing temperature. The general
models presented below demonstrate the efflcacy of
producing the oversaturated rocks at Shefford from a
felsic undersaturated magma and also estimate the
amount of contamination required.

The pertinent model-parameters need explanation.
The composition assumed for the uncontaminated
"parental" syenitic magpa is Qz*NeurKsr,. This
composition is similar to that of the most potassic
undersaturaled pulaskite sample (#71), but is slightly
more undersaturated. The contaminant is taken to be
the compositioa sf 4 minimum-melt granite, which is
appropriate for assimilation of either a partial melt or
solid blocls of granitic crust. Whereas changes in R
during evolution can readily be modeled and may be
more realistic, such models require detailed informa-
tion on the timing of the changes. Without such
information, constant values of R (0.2 and 0.35) are
used, and separate models are constructed using
different values based on the isotopic models given
above. The fractionating feldspars are assumed to be in
equilibrium with the liquid from which they crystallize;
their compositions are determined graphically using
crystal-liquid tie lines inferred from the fractionation
paths of Tuttle & Bowen (1958) and Hamilton &
MacKenzie (1965), as explained tn Landoll. et al.
(L994). In short, a$ undersaturated magmas approach
the Ab-Or join during AFC, the feldspars become
more potassic; once across the join, they become
more sodic as the melt moves toward the granite
minimum.

The construction of a model that explains the
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Ftc. 10. Compositions of felsic samples and calculated paths of liquid evolution in terms
of Petrogeny's Residua System. The reference triangle at the top shows phase-
boundary curves, minima (solid dots), and patls of fractional crystallization for
P(HrO) = I kbm [paths of fractional crysrallization from Tuttle & Bowen (1958),
Fudali (1963), and Hamilton & MacKenzie (1965)1. The enlargement also shows
calculated paths of liquid evolution (dark lines) for AFC and fractional crystallization
of an initial, undenaturated magma. AFC model A assumes a constart ratio of
assimilation to fractionation of 0.2; model B assumes a constatrt ratio of 0.35. Samplx
are projected into this system using CIPW norms, as explained in the text. Note the
positions of samples #19, #71, ard #72 as discussed in the text aad Fig. 4. Symbols
as in Fig. 2.

compositions of all samples is not realistic, because
some samples apparently do not approrimate liquid
compositions. For exampleo the larvikite samples plot
along the feldspar join on both sides of the minimum
(m2, Fig. 4), which suggests that either there were two
"parental larvikite" magmas or that tle larvikite
contains Na-rich cumulate (or xenocrystic) material.
The larvikite contains partiatly resorbed crystals of

plagioclase and, therefore, samples do not represent
liquid compositions. Likewise, pulaskite #19 is highly
anomalous and may have accumulated alkali feldspar.
Therefore, chemical models do not aftempt to produce
their compositions. Accumulation of crystals in
equilibrium with a melt will alter the chemical but not
the isotopic compositions, and decouples the chemical
and isotopic systems.
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Two calculated AFC-dominated liquid paths that
reasonably explain the formation of the nordmarkite in
a general manner are shown in Figure 10. The AFC
trajectories cross the feldspar join near its thermal
minimum and basically follow the therrnal trough.
Because of this, the models are rather insensitive to the
value of ,R. This is shown by the similar trajectories of
the two models in Figure 10. In fact, once the magma
crosses into the granite pseudoternary system, even an
R of zero (pure fractional crystallization) produces a
trajectory that is only slightly different @g. 10; Tuttle
& Bowen 1958). For both models shown in Figure 10,
about 4Vo contamination is required to reach the
feldspar minimutn; however, model A does so with
about 82Vo of the melt remaining, whereas in model B,
about9l%o liquid is present when the join is crossed.
The most silica-rich samples are explained by about
l5vo contanination for model A and about 2OVo for
model B.

Of course, for pure fractional crystallization, an
undersaturated magma will evolve along a curved path
toward the thermal valley and away from the feldspar
join (Frg. l0). However, most of the pulaskite samples
are richer in SiO, than this trajectory. This is consistent
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with a small amount of contamination, as indicated by
the isotopic data (Fig. 8). The contamination could
have occurred early, which suggests either a low value
of R or a small amount of contamination(i.e.,less than
4Vo). Conversely, the contamination could have
occurred late, after the magma had become too strongly
undersaturated to cross the divide regardless of the
arnount of contamination (Landoll et al. L994).

In summary, the chemical models are consistent
with production of the nordmarkite by AFC from the
same undersaturated syenitic magma tlat formed
the pulaskite. Because the magma evolved near the
thennal trough, differences between the effects of
fractional crystallization and AFC are obscured once
the magma crossed the feldspar join. The isotopic
models broadly agree with the chemical models and
indicate ahout l5-20Vo contamination for the most
strongly contaminated nordmarkite samples. The
pulaskite formed principally by fractional crystal-
lization, with only minor amounts of contamination.
Although not conclusive, the Stanbridge Formation (as
represented by sample #140) seems to be a more likely
candidate for the contaminant" on the basis of the
isotopic data.
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Frc. 11. Initial 87Srf6Sr varsu,r l43Nd/l44Nd values for the eastern Monteregian complexes,

Mont Shefford Mont Brome, and Mont Megantic, showing the similarities in the
isotopic relations. Fields for individual lithologies are shown with different types of
lines and are labeled as follows. Mont Shefford: long dashed line; m(S): mafic rocks,
ns(S): nepheline syenite and larvikite (note sample #139, 143Nd/r44Nd = 0.512558,
is not included), qs(S): oversaturated syenites. Mont Brome: solid line; m@): mafic
rocks, ns@): nepheline syenites, qs@): oversaturated syenites. Mont Megantic: short
dashed line; m(M): mafic rocks, s(M): syenite, g(M): granite. The shaded field gives
the compositions of least-contaminated rocks of the other Monteregian Hills province
and Cretaceous White Mountain complexes [from Foland et aI. (1988), .w.rth
modifications from unpublished datal. The inferred compositions of parenal magmas
from each complex are similar and suggest similar sources in the mantle. The country
rock and basement have l43Nd/l44Nd values that are much lower than these
Monteregian intrusive complexes (Fig. 6 and text). The negatively correlated isotopic
ratios indicate contamination, with significantly larger crustal componetrts in tle over-
saturated rocks. Data for Mont Brome from Chea et al. (1994), and Mont Megantic,
from Foland & Chen (unpubl. data).
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Oversaturated rocks also occur in other Monteregian
complexes, particularly the eastem complexes of Mont
Brome and Mont Megantic (B6dard et al. 1987). T\e
87srF6sr and 143Nd/l44Nd values are compared for
Mont Shefford, Mont Brome, and Mont Megantic
in Figure 11. For all three complexes, the mafic and
undersaturated rocks have similar ratios and point to a
mantle source(s), with time-integrated depletion.
Compositions trend away from apparent mantle values
lnear 143Nd/14Nd about 0.5127 and 87SrF6Sr about
0.7035) and toward crustal values within the field for
magnas parental to related complexes.

For all three complexes, the quartz-bearing rock
types extend to substantially lower l43Ndj/l44Nd and
higher 875r/865r values than do undersaturated
lithologies. These trends are interpreted to reflect
incorporation of crustal material via AFC-type
processes, The country rocks and basement have
substantially lower la3Nd/laaNd values and thus the
quartz-bearing felsic rocks cannot be the direct
products of crustal anatexis.

Thus, the isotopic compositions of all three
Monteregian intrusive complexes that contain over-
saturated felsic rocks are consistent with the type of
contamination processes found for Shefford. In all
cases, larger crustal components are indicated for
the oversaturated rocks. The Brome and Shefford
complexes obviously present very similar relation-
ships. Although Nd isotopic data are 661s limited
for Megantic, initial ratios for the complexes appear
to converge toward a common value, indicating
derivation of their parental magmas from common a
(or at least isotopically similar) mildly light-REE-
depleted mantle source. In addition, the geometries of
the complexes, where oversaturated rocks are on the
perimeter and undersaturated ones in the interior, holds
for locations that contain undersaturated rocks. In each
case. the relations are consistent with formation of the
oversaturated rocks by AFC from the same under-
saturated felsic magma that produced the nepheline
syenites. This demonstrates the widespread imFortance
of combined assimilation and fractionation processes
(e.9., Foland et al. L993, Landoll et al. 1992, L994,
Landoll 1994) for producing oversaturated rock-types.

CoNctustoxs

The relationships at Mont Shefford are consistent
with all rock types being cogenetic. The compositions
in terms of major and trace elements are consistent
with forrnation of the syenitic rocks from a mafic
melt via fractional crystallization. The two facies of
the nordmarkite unit as mapped (nordmarkite
and larvikite) a1s minslalogically, chemically, and
isotopically distinct. The larvikite has closer affinities
with the pulaskite, and probably formed from a similar

undersaturated magma. The Sr and Nd isotopic
relationships indicate a mantle source with a time-
integrated, mildly light-REE-depleted signafure. The
143Nd/144Nd values of the nordmarkite show that it is
not the direct product of crustal anatexis, as has been
previously suggested. Close similarities in the
chemical and isotopic relationships between Shefford
and the nearby Mont Brome complex suggest that
they formed from similar materials by similar
processes.

Significant variations occur in initial 87SrF6Sr and
143Nd/l44Nd values, which preclude dating the complex
by the Rb-Sr whole-rock method, and indicate
contamination of the magmas with crustal material.
AFC models indicate that contamination occurred at
different stages (mafic and evolved), and that some
magna evolved to a syenitic stage without significant
contamination. The amounts of contamination
correlate with rock type and show that the nordmarkite
was the most affected. The contamination apparently
occurred at a high crustal level, perhaps near the level
of intrusion. Although equivocal, the Stanbridge
Formation appeffs to be the dominant contaminant.

Several relationships at Shefford (e.9., distribution
of lithologies, correlation of isotopes with degree of
saturation) indicate that tlte saturated and oversaturated
rocks formed by contamination processes. Chemical
models demonstrate the ability of AFC and fractional
crystallization with equilibrium compositions to
produce both the oversaturated and undersaturated
rocks from the same undersaturated syenitic initial
magma. Similar processes seem to be responsible
for the formation of these associations at other
Monteregian Hills localities and in alkaline complexes
more generally.
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